


PRESS RELEASE

On Friday November 10th, a new place called West-Eastern Divan is set to open. 
The name is borrowed from an identically-titled collection of poems by Goethe, 
and its logo is an abbreviation (used by literary scholars) of the original German 
title, West-östlicher Diwan.  

WöD is a graphics cabinet in a bar setting. Here you will be able to have a look at 
and acquire drawings, watercolors, prints, collages and other works on paper, 
along with photographs, all of them done by contemporary artists. This new venue 
will also function as a bar, in which a soup of the day, light meals, coffee, wine and 
more will be offered.  

At the opening, we will introduce three artists: Maria Baturina (St. Petersburg), 
Polina Grinberg (Koblenz, Germany) and Mikhail Zaikanov (Moscow). In the next 
month, collections of works by Asya Marakulina and Ilya Grishaev (both from 
St.  Petersburg) will be added. The number of artists represented will continue 
to grow. You can acquaint yourself with any and all of the works on our site: 
grafikkabinett.art. However, to see and/or purchase the originals is only possible 
within the confines of WöD, where printed copies of our catalogues are also 
available. To provide an opportunity for you to learn more about the authors and to 
gain a better understanding of their works, we have asked each of them to fill out 
a questionnaire, and also to make a list of books that they feel are important, and 
from these lists, we are going to build up a library. We are also putting together a 
selection of texts (readers) on topics related to our project. The first such reader 
is devoted to the topic “The West-Eastern Divan in St. Petersburg” and is already 
available for reading at the bar.  

We will be glad to see you on November 10th and thereafter  
from 15.00 until 24.00 at the address listed below.

On opening day, we will provide the following treats: hot mulled wine,  
tea and Turkish delights.  

45 Bolshaya Morskaya Ulitsa

St. Petersburg, Russia

(in the courtyard of the Teplo Restaurant)

Metro Station:  Admiralteyskaya

+7 (812) 407 26 17

grafikkabinett.art
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